
What should the perfect

professional giving birth leave

look like?
FOLLOWING MARY IN GIVING BIRTH

In the past, Mary struggled with taking leave and the


process made her wary of going through it again.


Filling out forms, sorting through information, and


feeling the anxiety of going through this complicated


process makes her feel uneasy.

With DeloitteLeaveSource, Mary is able to access


information and tasks that are necessary to her. She


now has an easier time reaching out to the talent


team and feels more confident in the process. This


time she feels more prepared and cared for by her


employer.

MARY'S CONCERNS

THE CURRENT LEAVE PROCESS

When Deloitte employees decide to request a leave, they are sent an email full of complicated information,


limitations, and requirements they must understand before they can take their leave. This information is


overwhelming and the process feels impersonal to employees who are having difficulty calculating dates up front


and struggling to navigate time-sensitive forms. If employees need help, they have to wait in line for the call center,


leaving them with no one to talk with directly. Once they finish their application and send it to the Leaves Team,


there is noway for them to know when their request will be approved. When employees are preparing their return to


work, they need to fill out a return to work form and go back to the original email sent to them and review the


checklists to see what applies to them.

Our Solution

Requesting a leave looks different to every Deloitte employee, no two leave experiences are the same.


DeloitteLeaveSource caters to every employee’s needs and provides them with resources to guide them through their


leave journeys. They can feel comfortable knowingDeloitte has their back the entire way. On the other side, the portal


acts as smooth communication for HR, allowing them to access employee leave requests in one place, letting the


Leaves Team allocate their time and energy to accomplishing meaningful tasks.

System Benefits

SIGN UP/LOG IN

Sign up and log in are made straightforward with the


updated system. Utilizing employees and talent team


members work emails, employees can transition


smoothly from other Deloitte portals.

ONBOARD ING

Onboarding that’s made to be simple. Employees are


provided with short and sweet video tutorials to help


them better understand the leave process. These


videos make requesting leave feel more personal, by


giving key insights into exactly what needs to be done


in a comforting and empathic way.

LEAVE HOME DASHBOARD

For an employee, finding important information should


be painless. The DeloitteLeaveSource dashboard


shows a calendar, quick action items, and tutorials so


employees can stay up to date on important tasks and


have easy access to resources showing them exactly


how to do it.

EMPLOYEE RESOURCES

The resources tab makes information easy to navigate.


Important checklists, forms, and policies that once got


lost in emails are now laid out all in one place so each


employee can understand at their own pace. With a


FAQ below, employees can also have their questions


answered as they need them.

BEFORE GOING ON LEAVE

Mary creates a profile and begins her introduction of DeloitteLeaveSource. Onboarding videos act as a guiding force,


leading Mary through the system and helping her become familiar with the types of leave that are available to her.


After going through the introduction, Mary is reassured going into her second leave of absence. She has a good


understanding of her options and what to expect and selects the leave type professionals giving birth.

DeloitteLeaveSource gives Mary a comprehensible break down of her leave date options. Mary is informed that she


needs to take at least five days of PTO before starting her STD benefits. These are benefits Mary will receive for 5-7


weeks for the time she is disabled following the delivery of her child. The remainder of her leave will then be taken


under Paid Family Leave.From here Mary is able to review and confirm that she has filled her dates properly and


submit them to HR for approval.

DURING THE LEAVE REQUEST PROCESS

Mary’s dashboard gives her quick access to all the necessary resources she will need as she takes her leave. Important


tasks, to do lists, and calendars help Mary keep track of important items she needs to accomplish and the progress bar


helps her visualize how close she is to completing her necessary actions. She feels relieved, her resources are all in one


place and she is comforted knowing the FAQ, watch tutorials, or chat with Q can guide her through any questions she has.

For a leave request to be approved by HR, employees must complete their list of required tasks.Some of these tasks


include reviewing corporate cards cancellation guidelines for leave of absence, confirming your corporate American


Express card is paid, and confirming all personal and emergency contact information. Mary’s dashboard helps her keep


tasks organized, making it easier to keep track of what still needs to be completed.

When Mary has successfully finished her tasks, she is notified that her leave request was approved by HR. In the


notification settings, Mary can choose how she prefers to receive notifications and the platform she wants to receive


them on. Mary returns to the dashboard and notices there is a new section of items to keep in mind while she is on leave.

PRIOR TO RETURN

Implementing mobile for DeloitteLeaveSource was imperative to our systems design. Adding mobile, Deloitte


employees can now feel relief knowing tasks and requests can be accessed from anywhere. No matter the situation an


employee is facing, their leave portal is now at their fingertips.

Returning to work should be as stress-free as taking leave. DeloitteLeaveSource makes transitioning back into the


workforce less stressful for employees by easing them back into the flow of things with check-ins, guidance, and


empathy.

WELLNESS CHECKS

Deloitte employees can opt-in to receive wellness checks


from the Leaves Team, helping them maintain a


connection to their community while away on leave.

GETTING APPROVED TO RETURN

Mobile notifications keep Mary up to date on her leave


journey. When the time comes for her to return to work,


Mary can confirm her leave date from anywhere, directly


from her phone.

MOBILE LEAVE DASHBOARD

With the mobile dashboard, employees can access their


information from anywhere. Employees can utilize


DeloitteLeaveSource on their phone the same way they


use desktop . They can change their leave dates and


check their status whenever they choose, making it


convenient to stay connected to Deloitte during their time


away.

COMPLETE TASKS ON PHONE

On mobile, employees will be notified on tasks and asked


to complete the to dos on their checklists.


